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An AI Based Framework for Energy Efficiency in Smart
Homes
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Abstract: An Efficient AI (Artificial Intelligence) Based Framework for Energy Efficiency at Smart Home
is designed for optimum utilization of the electricity with shifting of the load across the day with
priority to benefit to consumer point of view in monetary terms and electricity point of view for
demand control at peak loads. In this article, A deep analysis carried out for a smart home with respect
to the instantaneous maximum load. The proposed framework prioritizes the smart appliances as per
tasks and schedules in that order accordingly keeping load time of the day to save the tariff penalty for
load overflow from the sanctioned load. IoT device embedded with the appliances controls the load
with enhanced smart home framework. The HDFS setup in the framework caters the big data for fast
and real-time control over the electricity demand. The framework automatically manages the electricity
consumption patterns with Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning Techniques. This approach not
only saving the money of the consumers but also helps the electricity distribution companies to supply
electricity with quality and demand technology. Various sampling techniques and machine learning
algorithms and big data approximation frameworks are reviewed for analyzing the trends of the
electricity consumption and optimizes the schedules of the home appliances accordingly. This
framework is an automated self-contained controller with state-of-the-art technology.
Keywords: Energy, Artificial Intelligence, IoT, Smart energy Home
Number: 10.14704/nq.2022.20.7.NQ33351

1. Introduction
1.1. ROPOSED ML based framework is a state of
art in enhancement in all the aspects starting
from ingestion of data to analysis to visualized
dashboard in electricity consumption of the
smart homes for energy efficiency. The proposed
framework captures the interdependencies with
knowledge based bult from diversified methods
among the different big data value chain
sequential stages. i.e., ingestions of the data from
the metering data acquisition systems, data
storage, big data analysis, and visualization
taking the dependencies on the 3Vs into the
account. In this framework, mahaut is used for
analytical processing on the Hadoop distributed
file system with mLib on Apache Spark along with
the data and information. The decision tree
resides in the knowledge based on relationship
with layers of big data specific constraints of
volume, velocity and variety with technology and
infrastructure available. For setup of the
framework, the critical decision depends on the
strategy of the setup with a cluster or single node,
a processing of data in sequential or parallel with
Apache spark or Apache Strom, data ingestion
with Apache Kafka or Apache Sqoop etc. a
decision tree is a systematic way of representing
them in a hierarchical way. For the broad
implementation the commercialized, multi-node
NoSQL storage setup like Apache Cassandra is
recommended. In the prediction phase, as the
data acquired is real - time, so tools like Apache
eISSN 1303-5150
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Kafka or Apache flume are very effective to
provide data-as-service for processing layers in
the framework. The Data (Input Output) IOs are
very high as the read/write operations are with
high throughput to such huge data, quicker
response time, and scalability are essential for
the user’s layer, at distribute storage, noSQL
database is preferable. In Smart Home energy
efficiency as user requirements are dedicated
equal in all the scenarios along with all criteria,
therefore commercialized multi-node HDFS
(Hadoop Distributed File System) setup such as
Cloudera, with an open-source single node HDFS
setup would be preferred from the big data
aspects in the data ingestion. And in the
processing phase, advanced analytics are
required for file-based batch processing. The
huge sized files are processed on the HDFS
environment. In these distributed processing, the
tools like clustering tasks are R server supported
by the Microsoft Azure for our enhanced
framework. On this big-data extension for opensource statistical programming language R is
widely used with various mathematical
prediction algorithms of statistics library. Apache
Kafka is listening to the microservices consisting
of the data variety like structured, semistructured and unstructured format for
exchanging the data in the applications in the
framework. Extraction, transformation, and
loading are the main threads of the data ingestion
process in the proposed framework.
The rest of this paper is organized in total six
sections as follows. In section II, the related work
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on the electricity consumption, IoT, Artificial
intelligence, big data analytics and machine in
context with the smart home consumption are
reviewed. In section III, the AI Based Framework
for Energy Efficiency in Smart Homes is proposed
with implementation and experiments. In Section
IV, the architecture, algorithm is discussed, in
section V, experimental setup is built, finally, the
section VI concludes this paper.
2.
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BlinkML

Literature Review

stratified

Uses

online

uniform

sampling [13]

without replacement

In the current era, the emerging techniques in the
electricity consumption facilitates the electricity
consumption to control their peak demands in
the electricity smart grid. The prior art of the
approximation frameworks on the HDFS,
techniques of the sampling, machine learning
algorithms in the literature are studied. A
comparative analysis of the sampling methods is
tabulated in the below table.
Table 2 A summary of common sampling

If the dataset cannot fit into the
memory,

either

uses

Bernoulli

sampling or offline samples

IncApprox

A stream data analytics system which [14]
depends on both approximate and
incremental computing

Sapprox

Uses it to facilitate online sampling

[15]

RSP approach

Approach for approximate big data [16]

methods.
Method

Description

Simple random

Data

Reference

analysis
items

are

selected

with

equal[1-3]
Depends on a step-wise process to

probability and the sample size is fixed.
analyze data in batches of RSP blocks
Bernoulli

Data

items

are

selected

with

equal[4-5]
ApproxIoT

Sampling-based approximation in IoT[17]

probability, but the sample size is random.
with an online hierarchical stratified
Stratified

Data items are divided into strata and a[6]
reservoir sampling algori
sample is drawn from each stratum.

Reservoir

Data items are added to a reservoir of a fixed[7]

Bootstrapping

The rapid technological

Multiple

samples

replacement

and

are
used

drawn
for

with[8-9]

statistical

electricity consumption world by facilitating and
entertaining the needs of everyone especially,
main progress

Table 3 Related frameworks for approximation on Hadoop clusters.

Description

ApproxHadoop Uses

Reference

multi-stage

approximate

sampling

MapReduce

for [10]
job

execution
EARL

Uses online uniform sampling from[11]
HDFS files with the bootstrap method

ApproxSpark

Uses
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and

smart home, smart grids, smart meters etc. The

estimation and diagnose

Fraemwork

trends

internet world have entirely reshaped the

size.

multi-stage

sampling

or[12]

and easiness

in electricity

consumption domain is brought with the support
of emerging technologies like IoT driven small
portable devices with actuators and sensors
smart tools with gentle and wise data collection,
exchange, and communication capabilities. Thus,
AI-based

intelligent

methods

are

the

key

indicators to be adopted and encouraged in the
domain of the smart home electricity efficiency.
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Unbelievable trends and emerging proliferation

electrical assets are accelerating the actuations,

in electricity assets like smart meters, smart

sensibility, and processing [18]. High mobility

grids, smart intelligence home energy efficiency,

and dynamic nature of wireless link in smart

market have not only induced the concept of

vehicles is necessary for safety and security

smart and pervasive platforms but also high

aspect for transferring of the data in a secure

consumers satisfaction i.e., QoE and better

channel and private tunnel to safeguard from the

network performance i.e., QoS. Researchers in

intruders

[1]–[5], proposed the DL driven edge computing

information by alteration [19]. Smart 6G-driven

platform for the IoT applications especially,

industrial NIB can be achieved by integration and

industrial

edge

incorporation of IoT embedded traditional legacy

and

computing

healthcare.

with

IoT

and

from

leakage

of

the

sensitive

association

of

Artificial

transportation system. In the smart cities, the key

Learning

and

Machine

ingredients for modern & future electricity

Learning are contributing extraordinary. The

consumption, medical, industrial, and academic

main

resource

domains [20]. In [21], 5G network embedded AI-

management as well as on the monitoring

driven with scheduling algorithms are proposed

priceless tasks to perform wisely. In the same

for effectively handle the QoS of the networks.

way, for current scenario, emerging technologies

Mobility of the vehicular networks through 5G

like 5G, is important in smart resource allocation

trends and tools [22] are self-adaptive methods

for bandwidth, transmission power with efficient

as proposed for efficient management and

power saving battery lifetime [6]–[8]. Various

controlled

researchers in literature [9]–[11], elaborated the

electricity consumption and energy efficiency

ML-driven technological trends, and relevant

mainly dependent on emerging actuators and

technologies, workflows, and shows a significant

sensors

contribution in various domains like smart home

network.

Intelligence,

Deep

key

aspects

are

on

the

optimization.

embedded

The

smart

devices

with

home

effective

energy efficiency, smart industry, electricity
consumption, pervasive healthcare, smart grids
and enterprise wide resources like ERP, MRP etc.
NBIoT plays a vital role in the scheduled and
resource

management

for

short

range

networking. A detailed analysis for network
characterizing tasks is carried out in works [12]
and [13]. Researchers in the literature [15] and
[16], proposed the techniques for the DL-based
radio

resource

allocation

with

cellular

networking in context of the power, bandwidth,
and

reliability.

Researchers

proposed

the

Component
Applications
6G,

Deep

Results

for

swarm-based

edge

cloud

computing. The Edge computing allocation of the
resources are optimized to reform the smart
home energy efficiency, as the sensor embedded
eISSN 1303-5150
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DrivenLink and RouteSelf Adaptive
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[39-41]

Statistical
smart OpticalSensing
Big Data and Massive IoT Networks

computaiton

Delay-Aware

from

learning,
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approaches of addressing the issues.

Driven

data

Data transmission in 6Gbuffer
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impacted our choices of implementation, and
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ML
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and
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Qoe

smart home electricity consumption data and
applying

Intelligent

smart Industrial NIB

accumulated at one place and the big data
analytics is applied to get the data processed very

and

Radio Resource in MobileSmart MobileBattery
Systems

historical consumption of the electricity is

energyMonitoring

andSignal

Appliances

Power(W)

Star Rating

B

Television

150

5

C

Air Conditioner

600

4

B

Refrigerator

150

5

A

LED Light Bulb

15

4

A

Incandescent Light Bulb

60

3

C

Dishwasher

900

3

A

Fan

60

5

C

Microwave-ovum
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3

B

Water Cooler

600

5

B

Water Pump Motor
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3

C

Water Geyser

900

4

C

Iron Imerson Rod

900

3

In constructing this AI based framework,

estimation
ML

Criticality

[41-45]

Based

first we analyzed various data partition schemes
such that, round-robin, hash, range and random

Energy Efficiency, Fast Mobile

Delay

Latency

data partitioning etc. In the round-robin being

Mobile Network

Monitoring

Management [46-49]

the sequential scan scheme on the entire dataset,

Platform

with range queries, in both point is complicated
IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS

The implementation of this framework is done
in

R

with

MapReduce

and

parallelization

packages. In implementation, the framework
algorithm is encapsulated with the data set of the
model trainer. This generates the data set as per
the electricity consumption parameters like KWH

eISSN 1303-5150

for processing, and hence is a well-organized
balanced data partition. Hash partitioning is also
scanning the full data set in the sequential scan
and not suited for the range queries in
comparison with the point-based queries. It has
the constraint in the non-partitioning attributes
also as only one partition attribute must be
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with a proximity sensor, Light Dependent
Register, very sensitive to light where resistance
changes as soon as light falls on the sensor which
makes it to be used to measure outdoor light for
using it in functionality of the streetlights for
making them off and on as per need. This system
is capturing the real-time data through the
sensors to the middleware system built on the
Linux open-source operating system with Apache
web browser, PHP language, MYSQL as database.
The IoT Device is connected to the various
electricity appliances for making them on and off
with the help of the relay switch embedded into
the device. The curl APIs are built at this
middleware server for various functions. All the
instruments are connected to this middleware
through this IoT device via WiFi connectivity. A
3.7V battery is connected to this module for
power supply to the IoT Device. With the help of
searched. Same way, the range partitioning is
also scanning the entire data set, as all the
processes are executing in on which may cause
the execution skew. It is a well-organized
balanced data partition and suited well for both
point and range queries as it searches only a few
or only one partition. Whereas in the case of
random partitioning, records are randomly
distributed and not following any order, with an
approximately balanced data partition and
requires additional compute for random values
calculations.

the home are network, wifi connectivity is
available to this IoT Device. The SIM800L also
embedded in the IoT device for the connectivity
to the cloud also. The middleware is connected to
the cloud over internet connectivity.
All the devices like TV, Refrigerators, LED Bulbs,
FANs, Iron, Dishwasher, washing machines etc.
are connected with middleware via IoT Device
and Home are network or WiFi. The input from
the sensors is provided by the IoT Device to the
framework at Linux based System for managing
and controlling the connected devices at the
smart home. the data captured at the MySQL
database is further sent to the cloud for analyzing

Architecture

with the trends and optimized data set is
provided to the middleware for appropriate

As depicted in the above figure, the IoT based

triggering of the events to the connected devices.

system composed of a Micro-Controller Unit

For example, if the sensor detects the dim lights

(MCU) integrated with different sensors. The

or darkness at the yard of the home, the

DHT11 sensor is used for humidity and

triggering events will be initiated by the

temperature, Reed switch, Operated by applied

framework will be switch on the Lights. Same

magnetic field, which detects the door opening

way, if the temperature is less than 18 degrees

eISSN 1303-5150
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Celsius, the command for switching off air-

file-based processing is done in the batch mode

conditioner will be triggered. If there is no

or real-time mode as per the situation for

movement in the room for a specific time

advanced analytical operations. Hadoop mahout

duration, the light will be switched off. By

is taken for the operational part whereas the

performing such situation-based triggering by the

mLib and TensorFlow are taken on Apache Spark

framework itself, the energy can be saved in

for the real-time big data analytics and gives

numerous ways.

analytics services as data as services (DaaS).

With the help of the middleware server,

Spark cluster and Kafka Clusters are used for

the various sensors communicate with and

capturing the unstructured data generated at the

passes the indication to the IoT devices attached

various sources of the information like twitter,

to the smart home appliances for controlling and

google, Facebook or any social media platforms

managing in an efficient manner. Like If air

with real-time streaming.

conditioner is switched on then IoT attached with

The data transformation in the big data,

the windows will automatically close that. In case

has the major concern of the veracity and the

there is motion/movement inside the room, it

value of the unstructured data. This unstructured

will turn off light. With the brightness in yard will

data push to the transformation leads to the loss

switch off the light of that area. In the real-time

of the veracity and the value characteristics of the

instantaneous tariffs, If electricity rates are low, it

big data. The enterprise resource planning,

will send message for laundry and other heavy

manufacture

loads for the operations, if rate fluctuates to high,

relationship

will command accordingly to the attached

generating the structured data sets. Whereas the

appliances in the smart home.

social media values, complaints, concerned,

Experimental Setup

resource

planning,

management

are

customer

running

and

grievances, accumulation of the data from the
various make and model of the actuators,

For carrying out the experiment, the

sensors, smart metering devices etc. are the

framework is setup in the two distinguishing

unstructured data with different patterns as well

layers i.e., a processing layer and a visualization

like text, images, XMLS etc.

layer. In the processing layer, the database-based

Proposed methodology for STLF in the Big Data

processing is done in the RDBMS (Relational

context

Database Management System) with help of

Srage 1: Data gathering Preprocessing Storing.

processing tool like SQL (Structured Query
Language) for operational processing whereas

eISSN 1303-5150
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In this stage, the data from smart devices likes

Stage 2: Clustering And Dimensionality Reduction.

smart meters are collected and accumulated at

In the clustering, the load profiles are determined

metering data acquisition system at real-time in

and in the dimensionality reduction the most

the non-uniform structure of data format like

important attribute of STLF is chosen.

JSON,

XML,

CSV,

RawFormat

etc.

the

weather/climate variables are collected from the

Stage 3: STLF with ANN

online real-time weather data from web API for

For the Short term load forecast (STLF), the

stations in the JSON, CSV, XML or RawFormat.

processes are simultaneously executing the ML

And other relevant related data from web survey

algorithms, e.g for last one day. Then it selects the

of the social media websites.

Best performing Algorithm in terms of Root Mean

The data is extracted, cleaned, validated, and

Square

filtered from the above raw data acquisition

consumption with Best Performing Algorithm for

servers and transformed in the meaningful

next 24 hours.

Error

and

forecast

the

electricity

information and then the data is loaded in the

Root mean square errors. by grouping the

framework in the Hadoop distribute file system

consumers into relevant clusters considering the

in the NoSQL database. This data is processed on

consumption

the distributed nodes on the HDFS.

performance

pattern
of

STLF

is

similarities,

the

improved,

RMSE

decreasing from 5.72 to 1.93. The results are
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compared

in

terms

of

RMSE,

correlation

CONCLUSION

coefficient R, average, minimum and maximum of

In this paper, we have provided an ML based

absolute error.

framework for identification of the suitable
deployment and implementation ways wisely

: timestamp, meter id, active power (electricity
consumption), reactive and apparent power. As

from the different prior arts of diverse big data 2740
solutions. The framework will be further applied

mentioned before, weather conditions have a

to a group of smart houses for electricity

major influence on the electricity consumption,

consumption domain. The partitioning of data

therefore weather data should be included as

based on the sampling can provide tremendous

input. Accurate weather data and forecast may be

benefits with improvement in manageability,

obtained from weather sites as web APIs or from

scalability, and performance in the algorithms of

the weather stations located in the proximity of

computing clusters of big data analytics. Review

the consumption place (apartments, houses).

of detailed analysis of the big data partitioning

then, the consumers with similar consumption

and sampling techniques is also carried out.

behavior are grouped into load profiles using the

For increasing the scalability, new sampling-

k-means algorithm. K-means is an unsupervised

based partition model plays a vital role in

machine learning algorithm that builds clusters

computing clusters with classification portioning

by grouping instances (consumers) around k

schemes as approximation of the results directly

centroids by computing the distance or the

depends on the quality of selected samples.

similarity between these instances. The distance

. In addition to the framework, key indicators in

between two instances is determined with one of

the electricity consumption with sampling-based

the following classical methods: Euclidean,

approximation in the analytics were briefly

Manhattan or Mahalanobis. Initially, a centroid

reviewed. Critical technical challenges in the

value for each cluster (µk ) is randomly chosen,

electricity consumption of the smart home

then

highlighted in support of the big data analytical

the

following

steps

are

performed

iteratively:

approximation on computing clusters.

To analyze their impact, we compared
three feature selection algorithms: univariate
selection, Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE)
and Lasso Regularization (LassoR). For univariate
selection
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